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Introduction to the systematic study of human cognitive, emotional, and behavioral with an emphasis on scientific methods. The basics of behavior, learning, conditioning, development, cognitive processes, perceptions, emotions, personalities, and psychopathics are among the areas of content studied. Particular emphasis is given to the use of scientific methods for the study of
human nature. Students successfully completed this course will demonstrate a general understanding of the knowledge established in this field, as well as methods used by psychologists to acquire that knowledge. At the completion of this course students will be able to: 1. Describe key concepts, theories, people, and themes in the field of psychological history, behavioral
neuroscience, human development, sensation and perception, conditioning and learning, human memory, cognitive and intelligence, motivation and emotion, human sexuality, personality, psychological disorders, and social disturbances Describe the research methodology used in each field. 3. Use the main concept in each area to the novel situation. 4. Use scientific methods to
study human behavior. 5. Identify psychological applications. 6. Reflect the use of scientific titles to interpret the psychological phenomenonReceive certificate signed by an instructor with an institutional logo to verify your achievements and increase your prospect of workAdd certificate to your CV or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive itself an additional incentive to
complete anEdX, nonprofit course, depending on a certified certificate to help fund free education for everyone around the world There are many different subspecialties in psychology and dozens (and sometimes hundreds) of different types of jobs a person can do in each one. Here are some of the more well-known areas of psychology, as well as some careers in those
disciplines:Social Psychology How do individuals fit the rest of the world and how to be part of the group influencing human behavior? They are the kind of questions explored in social psychology. The mob mentality, a term for what happens when people are part of a group and suffers from the loss of an individual's identity and becomes less likely to follow normal restraints and
inhibitions, is an example of the concept studied in social psychology. (25) Social psychologists may work for universities or governments to conduct research on how social influences, perceptions, and interactions with others affect human behavior. These experts can also work in various fields in the private sector, including marketing, politics, and human resources. (26) Forensic
Psychology Thanks for shows such as CSI and Criminal Minds, psychology more famous than other specialties in this science. Forensic psychology using clinical, cognitive, cognitive research, social psychology to the legal arena and could include psychological assessments of people accused of crimes, threat assessments for child custody assessments, or competency
assessments. (27) Know moreCognitive Psychology This field focuses on how people think as well as their ability to understand, interpret, and maintain a wide range of information. There are different types of cognitive psychological things can study; Some examples of various opportunities include how we learn new concepts and languages, how to deal with learning disabilities,
how humans and computers interact, the breakdown of mental processes that occur in diseases such as Alzheimer's, or the healing power of music therapy. (28) Sports Psychology Can help athletes and teams in various settings and levels of competition, from few leagues to Olympic games. These experts specialize in specific psychological evaluation sports and mental skills
training to help athletes train and perform better in competitions. Sports psychology also includes counselling and clinical interventions on issues such as motivation, eating disorders, depression, burning, and career transition. (29) Know MoreHumanistic Humanitarian Psychology is based on a study of human strength and what psychological techniques can help a person function
better, or live their best lives. Based on the teaching and theory of Abraham Maslow, this field chose to focus on the positives, and see human beings as good intrinsic. Counselling and therapy are the main focus in this area, and people who study this often work as therapists or social workers. This psychological branch is sometimes criticized because it relies heavily on individual
subjective experiences, which makes collection and recording of evidence in a traditional scientific way difficult. (30) Positive Psychology The term positive psychology was first created by Martin E.P. Seligman, PhD, former president of the American Psychological Association, and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, PhD, professor of psychology at Claremont Graduate University in
California. Dr. Seligman and Dr. Csikszentmihalyi believe that modern psychology focuses too much on treating mental illness rather than promoting mental health; Their goal is to create a field that focuses on how people's strengths and virtues can improve their well-being. While the positive psychologists and psychologists who promote it are often highlighted in the popular
media, critics point to a lack of hard evidence linking positive views with better health outcomes. Sceptical fear that people with conditions such as cancer or depression can blame themselves for have a good idea if they don't get better. (31) Closer analysis of many studies, including meta-analysis published in May 2019 in PLoS PLoS suggest positive psychological benefits are
often exaggerated. (32) Evolutionary Psychology This field considers human behavior, thought, and feelings through the lens of how humans have to grow over time to adapt and survive over time; the way we compete, connect, and collaborate all can be explained by our basic drives to survive and deliver our genes. This expertise arose in the late 1980s as synthesis of discovery
in several areas including ethology (scientific study of animal behaviors), cognitive psychology, evolutionary biology, anthropology, and social psychology. (33) Employment in evolutionary psychology may consist of work in museums or zoos, resource management, research, or as a professor. Free guide, trusted for online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020
GetEducated.com; Approved College, LLC Allied Rights Obtained an Associate Degree of Science online in Psychology through Colorado Christian University online. The program introduces students to psychology through the integration of faith into human behavioral studies. Coursework will cover topics including but not limited to: PrejudicesStereotypingHuman and
groupDevelop behavior skills in critical and creative thinking, as well as a fundamental understanding of influence on human needs, values, and beliefs. Students carrying previous military, technical, or college credits may be eligible to complete the program in less than two years. Graduates with this degree may find entry-level paths that can be pursued in psychology, from
casework to working with people with disabilities or the elderly. Students are encouraged to pursue their education to increase professional opportunities, and use credit from this degree to BS in applied psychology, and to MA in clinical mental health counseling from CCU.% Online 100% Online High School or Transcript Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan SetarOfficial / GED
Copyright Score ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved College, Copyright LLC Independent Guide, trusted for online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Are You Stressed and Worried Too Much? You get: Calm, Cool, and Collected Images OJO/Getty Images It looks like anxiety isn't a problem for you
at all or is it? Anxiety and anxiety can be emotionally useful because they warn us when something is not right in our lives, and inspires us to make changes; However, excessive levels of anxiety can be harmful and productive. Although wonderful you don't allow yourself to emphasize the future or 'anything if anything, be careful that you don't even block messages that anxiety can
take you; Be sure to adapt to an internal voice that lets you know if changes need to be made, precautions taken, or potential problems are avoided. Do not start stressing small items, of course, but only messages that can be brought about by anxiety before you let it go. THIS DEVICE DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is intended for informational purposes only and is
not a substitute for professional medical consultation, diagnosis or treatment. Are You Stress and Worried Too Much? You get: You May Have An Unhealthy Level of Anxiety Creative RM/BSIP/UIG/Getty Images According to your response to this self-test, you may have an unhealthy level of anxiety. Anxiety and anxiety can be emotionally useful because they warn us when
something is not right in our lives, and inspires us to make changes; However, excessive levels of anxiety can be harmful and productive. If your level of anxiety and anxiety affects your life, causing you to avoid doing what you want to do, or affecting your health and relationships, you may experience anxiety disorders. Because these tests are not intended to replace professional
analysis, you may want to discuss with your doctor to refuse health problems or anxiety disorders. THIS DEVICE DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is intended for informational purposes only and is not a substitute for professional medical consultation, diagnosis or treatment. Are You Stress and Worried Too Much? You get: Anxiety Is Your Friend JGI/Jamie Grill/Getty
Images You appear to have a healthy level of anxiety in your life. what does that mean? Anxiety and anxiety can be emotionally useful because they warn us when something is not right in our lives, and inspires us to make changes; However, excessive levels of anxiety can be harmful and productive. You appear to allow anxiety and worry about doing their job of inspiring you to
make healthy changes when necessary-but not causing undue stress. Good for you! For those times you are experiencing painful anxiety, rather than helping, the following resources can help you to better understand anxiety, stress, and anxiety disorders: THIS TOOL DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is intended for informational purposes only and is not a substitute
for professional medical consultation, diagnosis or treatment. Are You Stress and Worried Too Much? You get: It seems That You May Worry Too Much Jamie Grill/Getty Images Although your anxiety level doesn't seem to be diagnosed as anxiety disorder (although you can talk to a doctor to be sure), you worry too much, and may cause yourself an unjustified amount of stress
that. Anxiety and anxiety can be emotionally useful because they warn us when something is not right in our lives, and inspires us to make changes; However, excessive levels of anxiety can be harmful and productive. If your concerns cause you stress rather than motivate you to make healthy changes, or if you consistently worry about things that are beyond your control, this is
an area where some new thinking patterns are organized. THIS DEVICE DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE. It is for informational purposes only and not a substitute for professional medical consultation, diagnosis or treatment. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Concerns?
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